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Freehand Profit, according to his own words, he is a free artist, the "art" of things that can be regarded as a foreigner, is the Air
Jordan XIV Last Shot god. The last shot for overseas Jordan plot of the vast number of basketball enthusiasts, is the last flight of his
royal highness equipment, since then no longer flying, and then can not be called Air Jordan. 

come back to see Freehand Profit masterpiece, all use Air Jordan XIV Last Shot components made of gas masks, really is a "art."".
Breathing filter made of two pieces of soles, front heel spell, a tongue ring around the eye, side of the sole TPU tray made of,
everything is so familiar. 

Air Jordan XIV Last Shot integrity of the latest will be engraved in the foreign market, a variety of related interesting stuff now also
continued to take early to see today, the gas mask is only one is closer to "art". 
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cooperation with senior fashion designer Riccardo Tisci to create Nike + R.T. Air Force 1 series is a new message, Nike
Sportswear officially released this series of shoes, the shoes listed and published time. This series contains Nike + R.T. Air Force 1
Low, Nike + R.T. Air Force 1 Mid, Nike + R.T. Air Force 1 Hi and Nike + R.T. Air Force 1 Boot four pairs of shoes, white series as the
starting in March 21st will be officially designated global limited landing shop, black series is scheduled to launch in May. ;
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